
                                                                                
 
 
                
 
Dynamic Technical Advisors ~ Customized Quantitative Solutions 
- A division of Dynamic Capital Holdings, LLC & affiliate of Aegis Capital Corp...                                          
 
Customized Signal/Trade Generation- In addition to the exceptional market intelligence we provide, we can 
provide customized trade signals for our clients. Once we identify the areas in which you trade, which side of 
the market you trade, and the TIME frequency in which you operate, we can customize a solution that allows 
us to bring you quantitatively driven trade ideas that are in alignment with your trade mandate and risk profile.  
 
How it works… 
The trader/portfolio manager provides us with: 
 
 Sector Profile 1-10 
 Average holding period based upon trading/portfolio mandate- (Minor/intermediate/Major-cycle) 
 Trading Bias (long only, long/short, ext.) 

 
Our team will incorporate your specific sector /timing profile into our proprietary allocator and when a buy or 
sell signal develops within your specific criteria an e-mail will be generated and sent the moment we are 
engaging the market based on our timing.  
DTA’s Custom Signal/trade allocator- 
 

 
 
 



                                                                                  
 
                        
 
Signal processing protocol- 
 
  Our proprietary algorithms scan 500-600 stocks a day and we have a very rigorous signal processing protocol 
that goes into our daily section process. We process signals of 4 different types and 3 varying degrees-  
 
We then sort these securities based upon their volatility profile and drop them into a radar screen for further 
analysis. Next we categorize them based upon volatility types narrowing the selection field further, and lastly 
we align the signals within the sector profile insuring sector/security symmetry. 
 
  Our multiple time frame analysis allows us to then down time daily buy/sell signals to within a 36-72 minute 
timing window in most cases. We look at the selected security through 12 different time frames incorporating 
a very stringent engagement protocol .We then generate an email when we believe we have price and/or time 
symmetry across multiple time frames… 
 
E Mail Generation- 

 
 
~We then monitor and manage the position dynamically through layers of time in our customized portfolio 
monitor. 
 
Custom Portfolio monitor- 
 

 
 
 



Value-Added Benefits to Customized Quantitative Signal/Trade Generation: 
 
 Presents high quality, high probability trading ideas in real time with fully mapped out risk/reward ratios, 

stops and targets. *We also assign a time duration that gives our trades a multi-dimensional risk profile 
 
 Allows the trader/portfolio manager the ability to deploy capital at the lowest technical risk inflection 

points- down timing to 36-72 min window 
 

 Adds an algorithmic edge in today’s dynamic market environment 
 
 Adds a quantitative approach to your already proven methodology 

 
 Eliminates noise, emotion, and negative feedback loops 

 
 Provides a hedging protocol for your core positions 

 
 Dynamically updated 3 times a day 

 
 End of day balancing based upon DMP signal configuration 

 
 Multi- dimensional risk management protocol 

 
 Time based Tactical Asset allocation program 

 
~We look forward to customizing a dynamic trading solution that meets your specific needs and adds significant value to 
your trading/investment management operation-  
 
For more information please contact: 
 
 
Adam Lorraine 
Managing Director/ Institutional Sales 
Aegis Capital corp. 
alorraine@aegiscap.com 
(561) 910-4231    
 
 
    

      Dynamic Capital Holdings LLC is an affiliate of Aegis Capital Corporation. Aegis is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor and Broker-Dealer registered with 
FINRA and MSRB as well as a member of SIPC. Please visit http://www.sipc.org/ and www.FINRA.org for more information. 

Client assets are held and trades cleared on a fully disclosed basis with independent unaffiliated third parties- RBC Correspondent Services 
  

  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Strictly Private and Confidential- The use of the information contained herein is property of Dynamic Capital Holdings LLC. The distribution or use of this 
information without prior written consent is strictly prohibited. 

The information contained herein has been obtained from, or prepared in reliance on, sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no guarantee as 
to its accuracy or completeness. Recommendations contained herein, if any, may not be suitable for all investors. This communication, along with any 

data or recommendation contained herein, speaks only as of the date hereof and is subject to change without notice. Dynamic Capital Holdings LLC and 
its affiliated companies and employees shall have no obligation to update or amend any information contained herein, Dynamic Capital Holdings LLC its 

officers, directors and/or employees may have positions and deal as principals in transactions and effect transactions in the securities (or derivatives 
thereof, including without limitation, options or other instruments of the issuers mentioned), including positions or transactions contrary to any 

recommendation which may be contained herein. Further information may be obtained directly from... Dynamic Capital Holdings LLC 

http://www.sipc.org/
http://www.finra.org/

